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ABSTRACT

1

Interactive debuggers are indispensable in many software development scenarios. However, they are often hard to extend and more
importantly, their capabilities are limited to an application programming interface (api) provided by the runtime executing the
corresponding programming language.
We propose an approach that allows to use the live tools of a
Smalltalk environment for other programming languages. The approach is based on interpreter-level composition, ultimately making
a full-fledged integrated development environment (ide) part of
the language execution process. This allows to directly control interpreters of foreign languages from Smalltalk. It also enables tool
reuse and provides the ability to rapidly build new tools.
We demonstrate how we have combined Squeak/Smalltalk and
PyPy’s Python implementation. We then reused Squeak’s debugger, so that it enables edit-and-continue style debugging of Python
applications — which is currently not supported by Python’s PDB
or any Python ide, but which has proven to be invaluable in many
debugging scenarios.

Programming environments play a central role in software development. Developers have come to expect language-specific amenities
from their development environments, ranging from syntax highlighting, refactoring support, context-specific auto-completion, to
interactive debugging and live code reloading. Most environments
offer at least some of these features. Furthermore, there is a renewed push in current research to allow developers to use live,
run-time data that can be explored and manipulated to understand
and extend software systems [6, 31], through edit-and-continue
style debugging and coding against live data. However, efforts towards that goal are often tied to specific domains or programming
languages (or both).
ide systems such as Eclipse or NetBeans try to provide a framework to build development tools for a variety of programming languages. Their architecture is set up to minimize the dependency
on any particular language feature, to support a range of different
languages. This has the advantage that code can be reused between
tools for different languages, at the cost of not integrating deeply
with any language.
Most combinations of ides and runtimes share a common debugging architecture (see Figure 1a). When the program under development is running, the tools connect to it through some runtime
api to offer inspection and debugging depending on the underlying
capabilities of the runtime. For example, the Java Virtual Machine
(jvm) Tools Interface (jvmti) offers read-only 1 inspection capabilities for a running Java program. It can stop and inspect, force
early returns with a particular return value, or set local variable values in the top frame. The HotSpot virtual machine (vm) also allows
restarting a frame that is already running and hot code swapping for
frames that are not active on the stack. Microsoft’s Common Language Runtime (clr) has a dedicated Interface (ICorDebug) that
allows edit-and-continue active stack frames,2 and ICorDebugEval
allows the ide to inject and execute arbitrary code.3
An ide constructed in this way can only reflect on the execution state through the runtime api. To inspect and modify objects,
representations for them are reproduced in the context of the ide.
Objects and properties that cannot be transferred through the runtime api, cannot be inspected or modified.
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(a) Eclipse is separate from the language process.

(b) Squeak/Smalltalk is part of the language process.

Figure 1: Architectural comparison of Eclipse and Squeak/Smalltalk.
On the other hand, live programming systems, such as Squeak/
Smalltalk, are well-suited to provide full access to the runtime state
and provide developers with means to adapt their tools at development time according to their needs. In such systems, the ide is
entirely contained in the running process, and thus has full reflective access to the state of the system and can directly inspect and
manipulate all objects therein, as well as provide edit-and-continue
style debugging (see Figure 1b).
However, due to the deep integration with the runtime, tool
implementations in live, always-on programming environments
like Squeak are very language-specific, and even the means to write
tools do not carry over very well. Thus, even those tools that have
been reproduced for other programming systems have been written
from ground up. Nevertheless, Mirrors [7] could be used to decouple
the runtime further from the tools.
We propose an architecture for constructing a multi-language
runtime that attempts to combine the benefits of both approaches:
a common code-base for tool developers and live, immediate access
to the running application for inspecting and manipulating state.
Our contributions are as follows:

running applications and therefore allows for very comprehensive
debugging tools.
We propose the idea to use a Smalltalk environment as an ide
for other languages and perform the integration on interpreterlevel. This way, our architecture avoids the n-to-m problems of
interfacing multiple languages by mapping all languages into the
language of the live environment. This can be achieved by composing a Smalltalk interpreter with another language’s interpreter.
Interpreter composition is especially convenient when both languages are implemented in the same interpreter framework, such
as RPython [1], as demonstrated in Section 3.
However, this kind of composition raises the problem of how
to run two or more interpreters at the same time. Smalltalk has a
concept of processes which can be scheduled dynamically [16]. As
we demonstrate later, it is possible to make the execution of a nonSmalltalk interpreter part of a Smalltalk-level process. This way,
the Smalltalk scheduler decides when to continue with the other
interpreter loop, which ensures that the developer can interact with
the Smalltalk environment at the same time.
In such a setup, it is now possible to control interpreters of a foreign language with tools written in Smalltalk. For this to work, the
vm needs to be extended in such a way that it exposes a number of
interpreter-controlling primitives which can then be called accordingly from within a Smalltalk environment. In order to be able to
execute a program written in another language, primitives, for example, need to exist which provide an entry point as well as an end
point for the corresponding interpreter loop. Similarly, primitives
for restarting and stepping in call frames need to be implemented
to enable debugging support.
Squeak already contains various tools originally demonstrated in
Smalltalk-80, including an interactive debugger [15]. Since Squeak’s
tools are designed to work as part of a framework, it is straightforward to adopt them, so they can be used for other languages as
well. In addition, new tools, such as application-specific debugging
tools, can quickly be built in Smalltalk [28].

• An architecture to compose multiple languages within the
same live programming environment with reflective capabilities for full execution control from within the runtime.
• An implementation of said architecture using PyPy [24]
and RSqueak/VM [5, 14].
• An implementation of a debugger that works for both,
Python and Squeak/Smalltalk.
In Section 2 we introduce our approach. Then, we demonstrate
how this approach can be implemented with an example in Section 3. Afterwards, we discuss advantages and disadvantages of our
approach in Section 4. Related work is then mentioned in Section 5.
Finally in Section 6, we conclude the paper and describe future
work.

2

APPROACH

3

Various interpreted programming languages provide only very limited debugging support which can be a burden for developers when
trying to understand a misbehavior that occurs in their application.
On the other hand, Smalltalk is not only a programming language,
but also an ide. This means, that the ide is an actual part of the process running Smalltalk. This gives developers full control over the

IMPLEMENTATION

We have applied our approach in Section 2, so that we can use
Squeak/Smalltalk as an ide for Python. The resulting architecture
of our implementation is depicted in Figure 2. On vm-level, there is
an interpreter loop for each language as well as a vm plugin with a
set of primitives which allow Smalltalk to interact with the Python
bytecode loop. In the Smalltalk image, we have introduced different
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Figure 3: Mixed-stack Smalltalk and Python execution.

Figure 2: Architecture of the Smalltalk and Python composition.

will return from the primitive 1 and transfer control back to its
sender.
While the Python interpreter is running, we maintain a counter
of how many Python bytecodes have been executed to decide when
to transfer control back to Squeak in order to give other processes
a chance to run (e.g., so that the UI process can handle user input). Since Python frames are not visible to Squeak and thus the
Squeak scheduler cannot switch directly back to Python frames at
a later time, we create an entry point for the scheduler by putting a
Squeak frame on the top of the stack. When the Python interpreter
loop switches back to Squeak, the top Python frame 3 creates an
artificial suspended Squeak “resume” frame 4 . When the Squeak
scheduler resumes this artificial frame later, it immediately returns
control back to the top Python frame 3 .
Since interpreters maintain some execution state directly on the
stack, we use Stacklets,4 which are provided by the RPython standard library. Stacklets allow us to implement minimal coroutines
for regions of the C stack to switch between the two interpreter
loops. Since this is a feature of the RPython framework and not of
any specific language implementation, the same principle can also
be applied to any other interpreter written in RPython.
Similar to other Smalltalk vms, RSqueak/VM can be extended
with plugins. Not only have we added vm primitives that can be
called from within the Smalltalk environment to control the PyPy
interpreter loop. Since RPython is a subset of Python which compiles to C, we were able to build the entire composition in a single
PythonPlugin, without having to modify PyPy’s source. The code
of the plugin for example also registers a PeriodicAsyncAction
which causes the PyPy bytecode loop to yield to Smalltalk whenever Python’s “check interval” is reached. After translating this
new virtual machine, we can open a Squeak/Smalltalk image and
make it aware that the vm also supports the Python programming
language.

classes in order to bridge between Python and Smalltalk. For our
integration of Python, less than 1,000 SLOC were needed for the
vm in total, and less than 900 SLOC for the image. In the following,
we explain details of this implementation.

3.1

VM-level Implementation

First, we need to build a vm that is capable of executing both,
Smalltalk and Python code. This can be achieved by composing
a Smalltalk interpreter with a Python interpreter. RSqueak/VM [5]
is a RPython-based implementation of Squeak [18], a Smalltalk implementation derived from Smalltalk-80 and a live programming
environment. PyPy [24] is a Python implementation and the first
RPython vm.
By combining the two interpreters, we can create a virtual machine with support for both programming languages. However,
to use Squeak/Smalltalk as a live development environment for
Python, we need to be able to run both interpreters concurrently.
Smalltalk implements co-operative multitasking through processes [16]. We leverage this and integrate the execution of Python
bytecodes with a Smalltalk-level process, leaving the decision when
to run the next bytecodes up to the Smalltalk scheduler. This allows us to interact with the Squeak/Smalltalk environment as usual
while a Python program is running, as well as to interrupt this process to inspect it from Smalltalk.
We create a mixed stack of Python and Smalltalk frames that is
managed like any other Squeak process (cf. Figure 3). This allows
us later to display the full stack in the debugger, starting with the
Smalltalk frames that then invoked Python code, which is especially
helpful to debug the interaction between the two languages. The
core responsibility of the vm in our approach is to maintain the
sender-relationship 2 – 1 and 4 – 3 across interpreter loops.
We switch from Squeak to Python by executing a primitive 1
to enter Python code. This creates a Python frame 2 that executes
in the Python interpreter loop. When this frame returns, the vm
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Bridging between Squeak and PyPy

We start by providing a class PythonObject. This class is special,
because the vm will automatically expose objects of the Python object space as instances of this new class. In addition, all primitives of
the PythonPlugin are able to automatically convert primitive data
types between Python and Smalltalk. Python strings are therefore
for example converted to Smalltalk ByteStrings and vice-versa.
Now that the vm can inject any kind of Python object into an image, we need be able to interact with these objects. For this reason,
we have added appropriate primitives to the virtual machine. The
most important primitive is the pythonEval primitive which can
evaluate Python expressions and execute Python code. Similar to
Python’s compile builtin, it expects Python source code, a corresponding filename, as well as a string which describes the mode
and can either be “eval” or “exec”. When a Python expression is
evaluated, the primitive returns the result. Otherwise, it will execute the Python code and return nil, or fail if for example a syntax
error occurred. To clearly separate methods that call primitives
from methods that can be called on PythonObjects, we add a new
class called Python. To its metaclass, we add for example a method
named primEval:filename:mode: which can be used to call the
pythonEval primitive. As an example, we could call the following
to get a new Python object instance:

Figure 4: Proxying Python frames for the Smalltalk Debugger.

this in Squeak/Smalltalk which are able to control and modify a
Python program at runtime.

3.3

Adapting Squeak’s Debugger

To implement a Smalltalk-style debugger for Python, we first start
with a subclass of Squeak’s Debugger.
We want this new PythonDebugger to display Python frames
on top of the Smalltalk contexts that have triggered the execution of Python code. The Smalltalk debugger is normally opened
on thisContext which is the current method context. The list of
all contexts displayed by the debugger is generated by traversing
MethodContext objects starting with thisContext and following
the reference to its sender.
Since Python code is being executed in a Smalltalk process, we
need to override the entry point to debug processes and modify the
context on which the debugger is opened. We add Python frames
on top of thisContext, as can be seen in Figure 4 . We have implemented a primitive that returns the top frame of the current execution context in Python. Then, we iterate over all parent frames and
generate objects from a new class PythonContext which is a subclass of MethodContext. These objects are only used to hold a reference to the corresponding Python frame. This connection between
the two stacks is similar to the implementation of MethodContexts
in the Cog vm [20], where Smalltalk context objects are connected to their C stack frame counter part. Each PythonContext is
linked to its parent similar to how MethodContexts reference their
sender. The sender of the bottommost PythonContext is then set
to thisContext and finally the debugger is opened on the topmost
PythonContext.
By overriding the method the debugger calls to retrieve Smalltalk
code, we can make the debugger display Python code whenever it
encounters a PythonContext. In this case, the method uses the referenced Python frame to look up the corresponding Python source
file. This is possible, because the Python frame contains the current line number (frame.f_lineno), the filename of the Python
code (frame.f_code.co_filename), as well as the first line in the
code (frame.f_code.co_firstlineno). With this information, a
helper method can read the right file and parse out the corresponding Python code which is then displayed in the code editor of the

Python
primEval: 'object()'
filename: '<string>'
mode: 'eval'
We have also modified the method lookup for these kinds of
wrapped Python objects. First, the lookup is done on the Smalltalk
side, checking for a method defined on the PythonObject class. If it
fails, the lookup continues on Python side. This allows us to implement and override methods that are necessary for the tool support
in Squeak/Smalltalk while also preserving the original Python behavior. As an example, the following method is used to facilitate
that PythonObjects can understand the message class:
PythonObject>>class
^ self __class__
Sending __class__ to self will retrieve the value of the corresponding attribute of the Python object. If a selector name resolves
to a Python callable instead of resolving to an attribute, it is called
directly. This allows to call Python methods and to pass arguments
in. For example, sending append: 'some text' to a Python list object will call append('some text') on the actual object. Multiple
arguments can be passed using Squeak/Smalltalk’s keyword syntax.
For example, index: 'a'startingAt: 2 will call index('a', 2)
on the Python object — the message name is only considered up
to the first colon, so we can make up readable keywords. It is also
possible to evaluate code in a specific context by using Python’s
eval() builtin with appropriate globals and locals.
We are aware of some limitations of this approach including possible method name collisions, there is no semantic equivalent for
Python’s bound methods and a few other constructs, and Python
objects cannot be accessed as dict-like objects at the moment.
Nonetheless, it is possible to start adopting and building tools with
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simple example in which a naively-implemented average function
is called with an empty list is depicted in Figure 6. This implementation cannot handle the case of an empty list, therefore a
ZeroDivision exception is thrown. The PythonDebugger’s title
contains the error description and the topmost frame is presented
to the developer with the corresponding error line. It is possible
to inspect the iterable parameter in order to realize that its size
is zero. The user can now insert a check to ensure a division by
zero cannot happen again and then save the code. The method that
usually hot-swaps Smalltalk methods after saving is overridden, so
that the new version of the Python code is written to disk into its
source file first. Then the vm compiles the new code, replaces the
Python code object of the selected Python frame with the newly
produced one, and resets the frame. The next time the Python interpreter continues, it will restart the frame and then the misbehavior
is eliminated. This can be done by clicking the “Proceed” button
which will let the Smalltalk-level Python process continue.

User Interrupt
self.finish_request(request, client_address) (line 318 in lib-python/2.7/SocketServer.py)
self.process_request(request, client_address) (line 290 in lib-python/2.7/SocketServer.py)
self._handle_request_noblock() (line 233 in lib-python/2.7/SocketServer.py)
HTTPServer.serve_forever(self) (line 511 in werkzeug/serving.py)
srv.serve_forever() (line 673 in werkzeug/serving.py)
inner() (line 708 in werkzeug/serving.py)
run_simple(host, port, self, **options) (line 841 in flask/app.py)
app.run() (line 2 in exec_source.py>)
Python class>>resumeFrame
UndefinedObject>>DoIt
Proceed

Restart

Into

Over

Through

Full Stack

Where

Tally

def _handle_request_noblock(self):
"""Handle one request, without blocking.
I assume that select.select has returned that the socket is
readable before this function was called, so there should be
no risk of blocking in get_request().
"""
try:
request, client_address = self.get_request()
except socket.error:
return
if self.verify_request(request, client_address):
try:
self.process_request(request, client_address)
except:
self.handle_error(request, client_address)
self.shutdown_request(request)
else:
self.shutdown_request(request)
self
all inst vars
superclass
methodDict
format
instanceVariables

<- Select receiver’s field

stack top
all temp vars
self
request
client_address

3.4

a <socket._socketobject
object at
0x000000010e948cd0>

Instrumenting more Squeak tools

Similar to the PythonDebugger, we have adopted other tools that
come with Squeak/Smalltalk. It only took little effort to adopt Squeak’s
interactive Inspector and Explorer tools. Only one method needed
to be overridden to provide a PythonWorkspace which supports
Smalltalk-style doIts, printIts, inspectIts, and exploreIts for
Python. Moreover, we have basic Python support in the SystemBrowser
which allows us to create Python classes, and add Python methods.
Finally, it now is possible to rapidly build custom tools for Python
development, such as a tool that allows to observe the execution of
Python bytecodes which would allow debugging on Python bytecode level. With for example the Vivide framework [28], one could
also build data-flow-based applications which can consist of Python
and Smalltalk code.

Figure 5: Interrupting a Python application.
debugger. To further improve usability, we automatically adjust
indentation, because in Python, indentation is part of the syntax.
Moreover, we have overridden the method in PythonContext
that normally returns a list of temporary Smalltalk variables, so that
it returns “self pyFrame f_locals keys”, namely all keys that
are part of the frame’s local namespace. This causes the debugger
to display the Python locals in the bottom right list.
In total, only six method overrides in PythonDebugger were
necessary to provide basic support for Python.
Lastly, we need to instruct the Smalltalk environment to use the
new debugger. This can be done by making a new PythonToolSet
the default, which Squeak/Smalltalk will then use to look up which
tool to open when an exception occurs.
After a user interrupt, the PythonDebugger may look like shown
in Figure 5. The Python application running is a HelloWorld “Flask”based web server. We can now explore the current control flow
starting from the DoIt Smalltalk frame which started the application, up to the topmost Python frame including the latest line
being executed at the time of the user interrupt. The list includes
frames with the Python expression that started the server, Flask’s
main entry point, request handling in Werkzeug (one of Flask’s
dependencies), as well as the “SocketServer” module which is part
of the Python standard library. This immediately gives developers a lot of information to understand the running application. For
example, Flask is considered to be a lightweight web framework.
Developers can now interactively experience what that means, and
discover that Flask uses a library called “Werkzeug” which in turn
uses “SocketServer” in order to serve requests and in which files
and lines the corresponding functions can be found.
When Python code is being executed which throws a Pythonlevel exception, the virtual machine informs the image accordingly,
so that the image can arrange to open the PythonDebugger. A

4

DISCUSSION

This work is aimed at providing the best of two previously separate worlds: the framework approach to cross-language ide and
debugger development provided by environments such as Eclipse
or NetBeans, and the live and immediate debugging nature of systems such as Squeak/Smalltalk. On top of that, to be considered
useful, we seek for an approach that impedes performance of the
integrated languages as little as possible.

4.1

Tool Frameworks and Live Development

As shown, our Python debugger is implemented as a refinement of
the default Squeak debugger. Through the inter-language interface
(cf. Section 3.2), this debugger can adapt the Python runtime state
to the expectations of the Squeak tools. The implementation of
the debugger was straightforward as described in Section 3.3. The
amount of adaptation necessary on both, the vm and the tools
side, was comparatively low. Hence, we think that other languages
can easily provide their own adapters to interface with the Squeak
debugger, allowing for a variety similar to that of Eclipse, NetBeans,
or other ides.
Due to this easiness, we also wrote initial adapters for Squeak’s
code browser, its workspace (a tool to evaluate short code snippets), and provided an adapter method for the PythonObject class

5
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ZeroDivisionError: integer division by zero
def average(iterable): (line 2 in example.py)
average(list()) (line 1 in eval_source.py)
Python class>>openDebuggerWithPythonFrames:
Python class>>resumeFrame
Python class>>eval:filename:mode:
Proceed

Restart

Into

Over

Through

Full Stack

Where

Tally

def average(iterable):
return sum(iterable) / len(iterable)
self
all inst vars
superclass
methodDict
format

thisContext
stack top
all temp vars
iterable

<- Select receiver’s field

#()

Figure 6: Debugging a Python exception.
measurement of the Richards Benchmark,5 shows that our implementation performs comparable to CPython.
The second reason is that our approach— for the time being— relies on the cooperative scheduling mechanism of Squeak/Smalltalk
processes to concurrently execute code in different interpreter loops.
Currently, each interpreter maintains counters to decide when to
give the other processes a chance to run. At minimum, the user
interface (ui) process of Squeak will get a chance to handle user input, but there may also be other processes running concurrently at
the same or higher priority that get scheduled instead. This means
that even when there is no user input and no other concurrent
computation, there is the overhead of maintaining the counters —
at the moment at each bytecode dispatch in PyPy. This overhead
can be reduced if we switch to counters only for loops and method
calls. As another mitigation strategy, we are considering to allow
convenient deactivation of the ui process and only start it when a
Python error needs to be handled or when the Python process is
interrupted by the user with a signal. This might be desirable for a
deployment scenario in any case.

to work with Squeak’s object inspector. We are thus able — in a
rudimentary fashion — to write and evaluate Python code and to
interactively explore Python objects in the live system.
Our experience in writing those tools was every bit as enjoyable
for us as writing Smalltalk tools is— the interactive environment allowed us to adapt the tools as we went along, implementing features
in the moment we wanted them. These advantages, inherent to live
development environments in the style of Squeak/Smalltalk [28],
are thus made available to Python developers, allowing them to
adapt tools at runtime, without having to restart the ide or reexecute a running program to iterate over it. The number of live
programming tools for Python is still quite low, but Jupyter notebooks [22] have already demonstrated that the growing interest in
live programming [29] has reached the Python community.
Since the tools work on the Python objects directly, there was no
need for proxy objects besides PythonContext, and these were only
necessary because Python frames are not exposed in the Python
language itself. Also, it is currently necessary to use Smalltalk to
adjust the Smalltalk tools themselves, which might change when
it is possible to call Smalltalk from Python. Notwithstanding, the
interaction and library reuse goes beyond tools and also works
in the other direction, so Python code can be used for Smalltalk
projects.

4.2

5

RELATED WORK

Related work can be found both, in the domain of debuggers as
well as interpreter composition.

5.1

Performance of Combined Languages

Debugging and Debuggers

The Smalltalk debugger [15] and debuggers like it have capabilities such as object- and stack-inspection, edit-and-continue, restart,
resume, etc. (see above), and can be extended with new concepts,
for example with test-driven fault navigation [21]. However, more
prevalent debuggers present different sets of capabilities. Gdb [27]
and descendant or similar debuggers (llvm, Xcode, etc.) typically
present a very low-level debugging experience. While providing
rich intercession (for example breaking, hardware breakpoints, interrupt handling) or inspection, these are very close to the machine/

The RPython toolchain makes it simple to combine multiple interpreters, but there is a performance impact in doing so. There
are two reasons, one inherent to RPython, the other due to our
approach.
The first reason is a current limitation of the RPython framework:
a very potent call stack optimization (called virtualizables) that
avoids allocation of stack frame objects can only be applied to at
most one interpreter. In our case, this means that while RSqueak/VM
runs at full speed, there is an overhead to each PyPy method call.
Although we have not yet put a focus on performance, a ballpark

5 https://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~mr10/Bench.html
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that only little effort is required to adapt Squeak’s debugger to alter and control the execution of Python code. Such features are
not available in most other Python implementations, including the
reference CPython implementation. Moreover, we adapted the inspection tools in Squeak/Smalltalk to be able to inspect and explore
Python objects. We can now build new tools for Python in Squeak/
Smalltalk more rapidly.
However, a debugger alone does not make an ide. Our initial
results with the debugger are promising and demand expansion to
other tools as well as languages. We plan to adapt Squeak tools,
such as the system browser, to Python in such a way that Squeak
can act as an ide for Python applications, but benefiting from the
dynamicity of Squeak’s environment. Moreover, it will be interesting to see how well much larger Python applications can be
debugged and developed using these tools. It is currently possible
to interact with Python objects from Squeak/Smalltalk but not vice
versa, which would be also useful. For example, a Squeak/Smalltalk
image could act as a persistable object space or even database similar to GemStone [8]. Moreover, it might be possible to expose the
ToolBuilder API in Python which would allow to build new tools
using Python. The changes required on the Python side are however still uncertain. To extend our approach to other languages,
we have already started integrating Topaz [13]/Ruby and plan to
integrate other interpreters based on RPython, such as Pyrolog [2]/
Prolog or Pycket [4]/Racket.
Lastly, we plan to evaluate our approach more thoroughly, on
the one hand— regarding the programming experience— with user
studies, on the other hand — regarding performance — with meaningful benchmarks.

processor and not necessarily to the program. Especially debugging
languages that are not very C- or assembler-like requires a lot of
effort for effective inspection. Edit-and-continue in gdb is only
supported in a severely limited fashion under the idea of altering execution [27, chapter 17]. Similarly geared towards the machine, the
Microsoft Visual Studio Debugger [19], supports a comparable set
of capabilities, paired with a more user-friendly edit-and-continue
mechanism.
On the other hand, debuggers for higher-lever or dynamic languages like Python or Ruby provide more direct inspection — often
used in a read-only post-mortem fashion — but also limited stopand-resume and seldom edit-and-continue. For JavaScript, certain
tools, such as Chrome DevTools, provide more capable stop-andresume and a limited edit-and-continue. However, they are hardly
extendable or scriptable.
Ongoing research based on the Truffle framework investigates
how to leverage a language implementation framework to provide
fast, unified debugging facilities to different language implementations [25, 30].

5.2

Interpreter Composition and
Embedded Languages

The composition of programming languages and — in extension—
their implementations has been investigated since the late 1960s [10].
IBM VisualAge for Java [9] demonstrated the use of a Smalltalk environment for both, tools and execution of another language, in a
commercial context.
More recent research targets advanced just-in-time (jit) compiler frameworks, such as RPython with Unipycation [2] (composition of Python/PyPy and Prolog/Pyrolog) or Truffle with Sulong (able to compose Ruby/JRuby and similar with C/LLVM) [17],
among others [3]. A composition of Ruby with Smalltalk that executes mixed stacks as Smalltalk processes is also implemented in
MagLev, the Ruby implementation on the GemStone/S Smalltalk
vm [26]. Our composition approach bears most resemblance with
Unipycation.
From a different point of view, interpreter composition is similar
to language embedding, however, research that targets the latter
is typically concerned with the language as being written than
with the runtime environment as being executed. Examples include
Eco [11], a syntax-directed-style editor for language composition,
as well as domain-specific language (dsl) tool environments such
as Helvetia [23] or language workbenches [12]. Our approach, however, is focused on debugging, both with respect to composition
and tooling; more extensive tooling and editing capabilities are still
under investigation.
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